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We compare the system performances of two holographic recording geometries using iron-doped lithium
niobate: the 90-degree and transmission geometry. We find that transmission geometry is better
because the attainable dynamic range �M�#� is much higher. The only drawback of transmission
geometry is the buildup of fanning, particularly during readout. Material solutions that reduce fanning
such as doubly-doped photorefractive crystals make transmission geometry the clear winner. © 2003
Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

Many of the large-scale holographic memories
demonstrations1–10 based on photorefractive crystals
�LiNbO3:Fe� were performed by use of the 90-degree
geometry, in which the two recording beams interfere
inside the crystal by an angle of approximately 90
degrees.3,7,10 The grating vector �or the K-vector� in
the 90-degree geometry is essentially fixed, while the
K-vector in transmission geometry can be varied by
changing the outside angle between the two record-
ing beams. Figure 1 shows the schematic setups for
the 90-degree and transmission geometries. Previ-
ous results suggest that the 90-degree geometry has
high angular selectivity and relative insensitivity to
holographic scattering and fanning.3,7,10,11 How-
ever, the 90-degree geometry has a small dynamic
range and recording speed. For example, typical
values of the dynamic range measure �M�#� and sen-
sitivity �S� of the 90-degree geometry with lightly
iron-doped lithium niobate are 2.0 cm�1 and 0.02
cm�J, respectively.11 For practical applications,
larger values of M�# and S are required �perhaps
M�# � 10 cm�1 and S � 1 cm�J�.

One approach to improve the M�# and the sensi-

tivity for the LiNbO3-based holographic storage sys-
tem is to increase the doping level. For LiNbO3:Fe
crystals, the highest practical doping level is approx-
imately 0.06 wt.% Fe2O3 and is limited by dark
decay.12–14 It also has been found that by using Mn
instead of Fe as a dopant, the practical highest dop-
ing level can be increased considerably to obtain a
larger M�# and greater sensitivity.15 Another way
to improve the M�# and sensitivity for the LiNbO3-
based holographic storage system is to use transmis-
sion geometry instead of the 90-degree geometry. In
this paper, we compare the system performances of
the 90-degree and the transmission holographic re-
cording geometries by use of iron-doped lithium nio-
bate. The comparison measures are dynamic range
�M�#�, sensitivity �S�, scattering noise, fanning,
inter-pixel noise, and capacity.

2. M�# and Sensitivity

One of the most important system metrics for holo-
graphic storage systems is the dynamic range �M�#�.
When M holograms are multiplexed by using the ap-
propriate recording schedule,16 the diffraction effi-
ciency of each hologram ��� is given by

� � �M�#
M �2

. (1)

Equation 1 suggests that in multiplexing holograms
with a prescribed diffraction efficiency �, increasing
the M�# results in increasing the number of holo-
grams that can be multiplexed �M�, thus the capacity
of the holographic storage system. On the other
hand, with a fixed number of holograms multiplexed,
larger M�# results in a higher diffraction efficiency
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for each hologram, therefore a higher signal-to-noise
ratio �SNR� and data transfer rate. Another impor-
tant system metric for a holographic storage system
is sensitivity, which determines the recording speed.
The larger the sensitivity, the faster we can record
the hologram with a fixed recording intensity. For a
holographic storage system, it is always desirable to
have the largest possible M�# and sensitivity.

Dynamic range �M�#� and sensitivity �S� can be
measured by single-hologram recording and erasure
experiments. From the single-hologram recording
and erasure curve, we can calculate M�# and S using

M�# �
d��

dt
�t�0�e, (2)

S �
d���dt�t�0

IL
, (3)

where �e, I, and L are the erasure time constant, total
recording intensity, and the crystal thickness, respec-
tively. In our experiments for measuring M�# and
sensitivity, an argon-ion laser beam with a wave-
length of 488 nm was used to record and to erase
holograms. The crystal was placed on a rotation
stage. The laser beam was split into two equal-
intensity beams with the intensity of each beam at
approximately 10 mW�cm2. The grating vector is
always aligned along the c-axis. During recording,
one beam was blocked from time to time to measure
the holographic diffraction efficiency. We used
Bragg-mismatched erasure, i.e., during erasure the
sample was rotated far away from the Bragg-
matched position �by at least 50 times that of the
selectivity� and illuminated by the same two beams
that were used to record the holograms. This guar-
anteed that the spurious gratings recorded during
erasure would have little effect on the measurement
of M�# and sensitivity. Moreover, to avoid building
strong spurious holograms and fanning, the sample

was rotated 0.02 deg every 10 seconds during era-
sure. At the end of each period of erasure, the dif-
fraction efficiency was measured by scanning over an
adequate range of angle �which covered the Bragg-
matched position� and by finding the maximum dif-
fraction efficiency with only the reference beam on.
Table 1 and Table 2 summarize the measured M�#
and sensitivity for three LiNbO3:Fe crystals of the
90-degree geometry and three LiNbO3:Fe crystals of
transmission geometry available in our lab.

From Table 1 and Table 2, we can see that both
M�# and sensitivity in transmission geometry are
considerably larger than those in the 90-degree ge-
ometry. The measured M�#’s of transmission geom-
etry crystals are approximately 10 times of those of
the 90-degree geometry crystals. The measured
sensitivities of transmission geometry crystals are
also approximately 10 times larger than those of the
90-degree geometry crystals. Three factors contrib-
ute to the larger M�# and sensitivity in transmission
geometry: smaller K-vector, larger effective electro-
optic coefficient reff, and higher average modulation
depth. Accordingly, we can represent M�# as the
product of three terms corresponding to these three
factors:

M�# � �Esc�e��r��n
3reff�2��m�

� M1�K� M2�reff� M3�m�, (4)

where M1�K� � Esc�e��r is a function of the K-vector,
M2�reff� � n3reff�2, and M3�m� � m is the average
modulation depth.11 In these equations, Esc, �e, �r,
and n are the saturation space-charge field for unity
modulation depth �m � 1�, recording time constant,
erasure time constant, and refractive index of the
crystal, respectively.

Using the first-order approximation, we can ana-
lytically solve Kukhtarev equations, which govern

Fig. 1. The 90-degree geometry vs. transmission geometry. The
K-vector in the 90-degree geometry is almost fixed, while the
K-vector in transmission geometry can be varied by changing the
outside angle between the two recording beams and is smaller than
that of the 90-degree geometry.

Table 1. Measured M�# and Sensitivity for the 90-Degree Geometry
Crystals

Sample
Doping level

�mol.%�
Thickness

�mm� M�# �per cm� S �cm�J�

S1 0.01 20 2.30 0.02
S2 0.015 20 2.25 0.02
S3 0.015 20 3.34 0.03

Table 2. Measured M�# and Sensitivity for the Transmission Geometry
Crystalsa

Sample
Doping level

�mol.%�
Thickness

�mm� M�# �per cm� S �cm�J�

S4 0.01 5.0 14.46 0.22
S5 0.015 4.5 24.01 0.14
S6 0.03 5.0 35.72 0.34

aExtraordinary polarization, outside angle: 22°.
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the photorefractive effect, to obtain Esc and M1�K� as
the following:

Esc � Eq� Eph
2 � Ed

2

��NA�ND� Eph�
2 � �Ed � Eq�

2 , (5)

M1�K� � Eq

�Eph
2 � Ed

2

Ed � Eq
, (6)

where ND and NA are the total concentrations of the
deep �i.e., Fe� traps and the concentration of the ion-
ized deep traps �i.e., Fe3	�, respectively.17,18 In
these equations, the saturation field Eq, the photo-
voltaic field Eph, and the diffusion field Ed are given
by

Eq �
eNA�ND � NA�


KND
, (7)

Eph �
�D�DNA

eqDsD
, (8)

Ed �
kBT

e
K, (9)

with �D, qDsD, and �D being the recombination rate of
electrons in the conduction band, absorption cross
section for the excitation of electrons from the deep
traps to the conduction band, and the photovoltaic
constant of the deep traps �both at the recording
wavelength�, respectively. Electron charge, Boltz-
mann constant, and absolute temperature are repre-
sented by e, kB, and T, respectively. The magnitude
of the K-vector is denoted by K.

Figure 2 shows Ed, Eq, Eph, and Esc as functions of
K for a LiNbO3:Fe with the doping level of 0.015
mol.% and the oxidation state of CFe2	�CFe3	 � 0.03.
The magnitude of the K-vector �i.e., K� in the 90-
degree geometry at the 488-nm wavelength is ap-
proximately 427,900 cm�1, while K of transmission

geometry can be varied between 0 to 257,508 cm�1 at
the same wavelength. For transmission geometry
in LiNbO3 �in which K is small� the photovoltaic field
Eph dominates the photorefractive effect, while for
the 90-degree geometry �where K is relatively large�
the space charge field Esc is limited by the saturation
filed Eq. In the crystals we used, the photovoltaic
field Eph �i.e., the dominant field in transmission ge-
ometry� is larger than the saturation field of the 90-
degree geometry. Therefore M1�K� is larger in
transmission geometry than that in the 90-degree
geometry. Figure 3 shows the theoretical and exper-
imental normalized M1�K� �with the normalized
M1�K� of the 90-degree geometry equal to 1� as func-
tions of K. From Fig. 3 we can see that for trans-
mission geometry 1, in which the outside angle
between two recording beams is 20°, the smaller K
contributes to an increase in the M�# by a factor of 2
compared with the 90-degree geometry.

Owing to the large refractive index of LiNbO3 �n �
2.3 for visible light�, the angle between two recording
beams inside the crystal in transmission geometry is
small even when the outside angle is close to 180°.
This fact allows us to use both ordinary and extraor-
dinary polarizations in transmission geometry. The
electro-optic coefficient of LiNbO3 for extraordinary
polarization is three times larger than that for ordi-
nary polarization �r33 � 3r13�. In the 90-degree ge-
ometry the angle between two recording beams is
approximately 90°. Therefore we can only use ordi-
nary polarization. Because the angle between two
beams inside the crystal is small in transmission ge-
ometry, the effective electro-optic coefficient for
transmission geometry with extraordinary polariza-
tion is approximately 3 times that in the 90-degree
geometry, which means that M2�reff� of transmission
geometry is also approximately 3 times larger than
that of the 90-degree geometry. Therefore by using
extraordinary polarization in transmission geometry
we can improve M�# by a factor of three.

Fig. 2. Ed, Eq, Eph and Esc as functions of the magnitude of the
K-vector �K� for a LiNbO3:Fe crystal. The magnitude of the
K-vector in the 90-degree geometry at wavelength of 488 nm is
approximately 427,900 cm�1, while K of transmission geometry
can be varied between 0 to 257,508 cm�1.

Fig. 3. Theoretical �solid curve� and experimental �filled circles�
normalized M1�K� for transmission geometry as functions of K
�with the normalized M1�K� of the 90-degree geometry equal to 1�.
For transmission geometry 1, the smaller K contributes an in-
crease in the M�# by a factor of 2 compared with the 90-degree
geometry.
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Another factor that contributes to the larger M�#
and sensitivity in transmission geometry is that the
local modulation depth in transmission geometry is
always close to 1, which is optimal for holographic
recording. However, the local modulation depth in
the 90-degree geometry is always less than 1 because
of the optical absorption and asymmetry, except for a
very small portion of the crystal. In the crystals we
used, the average modulation depth of transmission
geometry, M3�m�, is approximately 2 times larger
than that of the 90-degree geometry, which improves
the M�# of transmission geometry by another factor
of 2.

From Eqs. �2� and �3� we can see that the only
difference between M�# �normalized to thickness L�
and S is that M�# is proportional to the erasure time
constant �e, while S is inversely proportional to the
total intensity of recording I. It is known that the
erasure time constant �e is inversely proportional to
the total intensity, therefore we would expect the
same dependence of S on the above three factors as
that of M�#. The three factors mentioned previ-
ously, i.e., smaller K-vector, larger effective electro-
optic coefficient reff, and higher average modulation
depth, contribute to the improvement for sensitivity
in the same way as M�# in transmission geometry.
This explains the results shown in Table 1 and Table 2.

3. Scattering Noise

Noise in holographic storage systems is very impor-
tant because it determines the overall system perfor-
mance. In a noise-limited system, lowering the
noise level is equivalent to increasing the capacity or
obtaining better SNR. One of the main noise

sources in holographic storage systems is scattering
noise. Scattering noise is the result of the scattering
of the readout beam by the recording material �i.e.,
LiNbO3�. The scattering noise level is a strong func-
tion of the angle between the scattering and the scat-
tered beam. Figure 4 shows the experimental setup
for measuring scattering of a typical LiNbO3:Fe crys-
tal, of which the thickness is 15 mm and the doping
level is 0.015 mol.%. The surfaces of the crystal
have been polished to optical quality. One beam of
plane wave with a wavelength 488 nm and an optical
power of P0 illuminates the center of the crystal at
normal incidence. A detector with aperture diame-
ter D is placed at a distance R from the center of the
crystal to measure the scattering power Ps. The
scattering efficiency per steradian �s is calculated as

�s �
�Ps�P0�

��D��2 R��2 , (10)

Figure 5 shows the measured scattering efficiency
per steradian and the exponential fit as a function of
the angle. We can see from Fig. 5 that the scattering
efficiency decreases exponentially as the scattering
angle � changes from 0 to 90°. The scattering noise
in transmission geometry �especially when the angle
between the two recording beams is very small� is
much larger than that in the 90-degree geometry.
However, what matters in holographic storage sys-
tems is SNR, not the absolute noise level or scattering
efficiency. Considering the improvement of M�# in
transmission geometry and the fact that the recon-
structed signal level is proportional to �M�#�2, the
signal-to-scattering noise ratio �SSNR� in transmis-
sion geometry could be better than that in the 90-
degree geometry. Figure 6 shows the normalized
signal level, the scattering noise level, and the SSNR
in transmission geometry as functions of the angle
between the recording beams inside the crystal.
The data in all three curves are normalized to the
corresponding values in the 90-degree geometry. In
other words, the normalized values of the signal level,

Fig. 4. Experimental setup for measuring scattering as a function
of the angle. One beam of plane wave with wavelength 488 nm
and optical power of P0 illuminates the center of the crystal at
normal incidence. A detector with aperture diameter D is placed
at a distance R from the center of the crystal to measure the
scattering power Ps.

Fig. 5. Measured scattering efficiency per steradian as a function
of the angle. The solid line represents an exponential fit to the
experimental results. The scattering noise in transmission geom-
etry is larger than that in the 90-degree geometry, especially when
the angle between the two recording beams is small.
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the scattering noise level, and the SSNR for the 90-
degree geometry are all equal to 1. In this simula-
tion, we used the doping level of 0.06 wt.% Fe2O3 and
the thickness of 2 cm for the LiNbO3 crystal. The
results shown in Fig. 6 were calculated by first opti-
mizing the M�# in the 90-degree geometry �through
the appropriate choice of the optical absorption, or

the oxidation state, at 488 nm�. Then, the absorp-
tion of transmission geometry crystal was chosen to
obtain the same sensitivity as that of the 90-degree
geometry crystal. By use of this absorption, the M�#
and other parameters of transmission geometry crys-
tal were calculated and plotted in Fig. 6. The signal
level is proportional to �M�#�2. As we can see from
Fig. 6, the SSNR in transmission geometry is better
than that in the 90-degree geometry even though the
scattering noise level is higher in transmission geom-
etry. This is due to the larger M�# in transmission
geometry.

Scattering can also occur because of fanning, which
builds up during recording or readout. In general,
fanning is a more serious problem than static scat-
tering because it is unpredictable, and if allowed to
build up for a long time it will eventually lead to
complete deterioration of the performance. It is well
known that the reason many of the large-scale dem-
onstrations of holographic memory were done in the
90-degree geometry is that fanning is less of a prob-
lem.3,7,10 Therefore fanning is a very important con-
sideration when we compare the two recording
geometries. We performed an experiment to quan-
titatively assess the fanning behavior. The optical
setup is shown in Fig. 7 showing the standard holo-
graphic recording geometries for the 90-degree �Fig.
7�a�� and transmission �Fig. 7�b�� geometries. The
crystals used were LiNbO3:Fe with a doping level
0.015 mol.% in both cases. The oxidation state was
approximately the same in both cases �measured ab-
sorption coefficient at � � 488 nm was 0.5 cm�1�. In
the first measurement only the reference beam �a
plane wave, 488 nm, 7 mW�cm2, ordinary polariza-
tion, 11° with respect to the crystal normal for the

Fig. 6. Normalized signal level, scattering noise, and SSNR in
transmission geometry as a function of the angle between the two
recording beams inside the crystal with all the corresponding val-
ues in the 90-degree geometry normalized to 1. The SSNR in
transmission geometry is better than that in the 90-degree geom-
etry even though the scattering noise level is higher in transmis-
sion geometry.

Fig. 7. Optical setup of holographic recording geometries for �a� the 90-degree and �b� transmission geometries for the measurement of
fanning.
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transmission case� was present. The light was mon-
itored by a CCD at the plane where we would nor-
mally observe the reconstruction of the data page �see
Fig. 7�. Initially, only the static scattering was
picked up by the CCD but as time went on the fan-
ning built up and the CCD signal grew.

In Fig. 8 we plot the averaged pixel value of the
CCD signal as a function of time. Also shown in Fig.
8 is the standard deviation of the calculated average
signal. Clearly, within an hour the fanning of trans-
mission geometry grows to a saturation level whereas
the 90-degree geometry remains almost unaffected
after one hour. We assess the impact of the fanning
on system performance by introducing a probe beam
that is a chessboard pattern that modulates the sig-
nal beam. For this measurement we desire to mea-
sure the SNR between the probe and the fanning
noise as it is read out by the reference beam. We
avoid recording a hologram containing the chess-
board by using orthogonal polarizations in the signal
and reference beams and by minimizing the simulta-
neous exposure time. The intensity of the probe
beam was set to 10�4 mW�cm2 simulating a holo-

gram with diffraction efficiency equal to 10�5 illumi-
nated by a beam with 10 mW�cm2. As shown in
Figure 9, the SNR remains virtually unchanged for
the 90-degree geometry whereas it deteriorates to
virtually zero within an hour for transmission geom-
etry.

From these measurements we see that indeed fan-
ning is the major drawback of transmission geome-
try. The reduced fanning of the 90-degree geometry
in LiNbO3:Fe can be attributed partially to the lower
sensitivity of this geometry and the large angle be-
tween the two recording beams as we already dis-
cussed. Fanning depends on the choice of material
property as well as the geometry. For instance, fan-
ning is not observed in doubly-doped lithium niobate
when it is recorded in the presence of a blue sensitiz-
ing beam and read out in the red.19,20 This can be
attributed to the erasure of the fanning signal by the
blue beam during recording and the low sensitivity of
the crystal in the red during readout. Fanning is
also dramatically reduced in LiNbO3:Mn crystals re-
corded in the blue.15

As discussed in the previous section, the sensitivity
with extraordinary polarization is larger than that
with ordinary polarization. It is known that the
buildup of fanning is faster with larger sensitivity.
With the same recording time, the buildup of fanning
with extraordinary polarization is faster than that
with ordinary polarization. Nevertheless, it will
take less time with extraordinary polarization to
achieve the same diffraction efficiency than that with
ordinary polarization, and the fanning will be com-
parable with both extraordinary and ordinary polar-
izations during recording. In this sense, the speeds
of buildup of fanning with extraordinary and ordi-
nary polarizations in transmission geometry are com-
parable.

4. Inter-Pixel Noise

Another main source of noise in holographic storage
systems is inter-pixel noise. Inter-pixel grating is a
very important yet largely ignored form of holo-
graphic noise. It is caused by rediffraction of the
diffracted signal from the gratings formed between
the multiple plane-wave �spatial-frequency� compo-
nents of the signal beam. Inter-pixel grating noise
can be considered as crosstalk noise between the pix-
els �bits� within a page of information, similar to a
class of higher-order crosstalk noise in volume holo-
graphic interconnection.21,22 In the setup of
Fourier-plane recording where the holographic re-
cording medium is placed at the Fourier-transform
plane of the spatial light modulator �SLM� inter-pixel
grating noise occurs directly between the pixels on
the SLM. Individual pixels are converted into plane
waves inside the storage medium. During holo-
graphic recording, these plane waves interfere with
the reference beam to form the desired information
hologram. In the meantime, they interfere with
each other to create inter-pixel noise gratings. Upon
readout, the same reference beam is used to recon-
struct the plane waves, which are converted back to

Fig. 8. Averaged pixel value and standard deviation of the CCD
signal as a function of time. Within an hour the fanning of trans-
mission geometry grows to a saturation level whereas the 90-
degree geometry remains almost unaffected after one hour.

Fig. 9. Measured SNR degradation due to fanning. The SNR
remains virtually unchanged for the 90-degree geometry whereas
it deteriorates to virtually zero within an hour for transmission
geometry.
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the corresponding pixels for data retrieval by imaging
optics. In addition, these reconstructed plane waves
give rise to secondary diffraction via the inter-pixel
gratings, resulting in inter-pixel grating noise. This
inter-pixel noise is the main source of noise for large-
scale holographic memories.

Figure 10 shows the orientations of inter-pixel
grating vectors and the c-axis in transmission geom-
etry and in the 90-degree geometry. Owing to the
symmetry of the SLM pixels and the fact that the
spatial frequencies of the pixels are relatively small,
the inter-pixel grating vectors in both transmission
geometry and the 90-degree geometry can be consid-
ered the same and perpendicular to the propagation
direction of the signal beam. In transmission geom-
etry, the inter-pixel grating vector is parallel to the
c-axis of the crystal, while the angle between the
inter-pixel grating vector and the c-axis of the crystal
in the 90-degree geometry is 45°. The grating
strength is proportional to the cosine of the angle
between the grating vector and the c-axis of the crys-
tal, and the diffraction efficiency is proportional to
the square of the grating strength. Therefore we
would expect the inter-pixel grating noise in trans-
mission geometry to be larger than that in the 90-
degree geometry by a factor of 2.

One approach to monitor the evolution of the inter-
pixel noise gratings is to measure the degradation of
the SNR of a testing pattern, e.g., a chessboard,
through the crystal during the recording. Figure 11
shows the experimental setup for measuring the evo-
lution of inter-pixel noise gratings inside the crystal.
The SLM, which is illuminated by a plane wave, is
imaged to the CCD plane by a 4-f system consisting of

two lenses. The crystal is placed at the Fourier-
transform plane of the SLM. Each pixel of the SLM
generates a plane wave with a different spatial fre-
quency through the crystal. These plane waves in-
terfere with each other to form the inter-pixel noise
gratings. Figure 12 shows the measured SNR deg-
radation due to inter-pixel noise as a function of time
for one of the 90-degree geometry and one of trans-
mission geometry LiNbO3:Fe crystals due to inter-
pixel noise. The doping levels of both the 90-degree
and transmission geometry crystals are the same:
0.015 mol.% Fe. Also, the absorption coefficients of
these two crystals at 488 nm are almost the same, 0.5
cm�1, which means that both crystals have approxi-
mately the same oxidation states. The interaction

Fig. 10. Inter-pixel grating for the 90-degree geometry and transmission geometry. In transmission geometry, the inter-pixel grating
vector is parallel to the c-axis of the crystal, while the angle between inter-pixel grating vector and the c-axis in the crystal for the 90-degree
geometry is 45°.

Fig. 11. Experimental setup for monitoring the evolution of the
inter-pixel noise grating. The SLM, which is illuminated by a
plane wave, is imaged to the CCD plane by a 4-f system consisting
of two lenses. The crystal is placed at the Fourier-transform
plane of the SLM.
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length of the 90-degree geometry crystal is 20 mm
while that of transmission geometry crystal is 4.5
mm. The intensity of the plane wave that illumi-
nates the SLM for both crystals is the same. To
obtain the results shown in Fig. 12, quasi-random
patterns were imprinted to the SLM by a computer.
From time to time, a big chessboard pattern was used
to monitor the degradation of the SNR of the image
after the crystal. Note that in this experiment, we
illuminate the crystal with only the signal beam.
We changed the quasi-random pattern every 10 sec-
onds to simulate the actual recording process and to
avoid the buildup of holographic scattering noise.
Therefore we expect that any degradation in the SNR
�shown in Fig. 12� of a single image going through the
crystal is due to the inter-pixel noise. The SNR is
calculated as:

SNR �
1 � 0

��1
2 � �0

2
, (11)

where 1, �1, 0, and �0 are the average pixel value of
ON pixels, the standard derivation of the pixel value
of ON pixels, the average pixel value of the OFF
pixels, and the standard derivation of the pixel value
of the OFF pixels, respectively. From Fig. 12 we can
see that the speed of degradation of the SNR in the
90-degree geometry crystal is 2-times larger than
that in the transmission geometry crystal. The
inter-pixel noise intensity is proportional to
L2�exp���L��2 with � and L being the intensity ab-
sorption coefficient and the thickness of the crystal,
respectively. The oxidation state of the 90-degree
geometry crystal was optimized to obtain the best
M�#. The optimum absorption coefficient for the 90-
degree geometry crystal with thickness L � 2 cm is
� � 1�L � 0.5 cm�1. The absorption coefficient of
transmission geometry crystal was very close to that
of the 90-degree geometry crystal �owing to similar
doping concentration and similar annealing treat-

ment�. Therefore we expect the ratio of the inter-
pixel noise level �NIP� in the two cases to be

NIP�90-deg

NIP�Trans
� cos2�45°�

�2�2 exp��0.5 � 2 � 2�

�0.45�2 exp��0.5 � 0.45 � 2�

� 2.1, (12)

which is in good agreement with the results shown in
Fig. 12. Therefore the apparent worse inter-pixel
noise in the 90-degree geometry is due to the thick-
ness of the crystal. If we use the same thickness for
the crystals used in the two geometries, we will ob-
tain

NIP�90-deg

NIP�Trans
� cos2�45°� � 1�2. (13)

Our results suggest that under the same conditions
�same doping level, same thickness, etc.�, the inter-
pixel noise level in transmission geometry is twice
that in the 90-degree geometry. The comparison of
the measure of signal to inter-pixel noise ratio, which
is more important for holographic storage systems,
must be performed with precautions. If we record
the same number of holograms in both geometries,
the diffracted signal level of each hologram is much
larger in transmission geometry owing to the larger
M�#. This gives transmission geometry a better
inter-pixel signal to noise performance. However, if
we record as many holograms as possible in both
geometries to obtain the highest capacity with the
minimum acceptable diffraction efficiency, the signal
to inter-pixel noise performance of the 90-degree ge-
ometry becomes better than that of transmission ge-
ometry. This is because the signal levels in both
cases are the same while the noise level in the 90-
degree geometry is smaller. The longer recording
time of transmission geometry �due to recording more
holograms� will increase the inter-pixel noise level
further. For a case between the two extremes dis-
cussed, either geometry can have better signal to
inter-pixel noise performance depending on the num-
ber of holograms that are recorded. If we are not
very close to the two extremes, we expect the inter-
pixel noise performance in the 90-degree geometry
and in transmission geometry to be comparable.

5. Capacity

Capacity is a key performance measure in holo-
graphic storage systems. One of the advantages of
transmission geometry is that we can use extraordi-
nary polarization for both the recording and the read-
out beam. By switching to extraordinary
polarization from ordinary polarization, we increase
the M�# �and therefore, the number of multiplexed
holograms� by a factor of approximately 3. The an-
gular selectivities in transmission geometry with
both polarizations are almost equal, which means
that using extraordinary polarization will not sacri-
fice the capacity in transmission geometry. This is
shown in Fig. 13, which depicts the experimentally
measured and theoretically calculated angular selec-

Fig. 12. Measured SNR degradation due to inter-pixel noise as a
function of time for one of the 90-degree geometry and one of
transmission geometry LiNbO3:Fe crystals due to inter-pixel noise.
The interaction length of the 90-degree geometry crystal is 20 mm,
while that of transmission geometry crystal is 4.5 mm.
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tivity curves for one transmission geometry
LiNbO3:Fe crystal with extraordinary and ordinary
polarizations.

The angular selectivity of the 90-degree geometry
is

�� � ��L, (14)

while the angular selectivity of transmission geome-
try is

�� �
� cos��s�

L sin��s � �r�
, (15)

where � is the reading wavelength outside the crys-
tal; L is the interaction length; and �s and �r are the
incident angles �inside the crystal� of the signal and
the reference beams, respectively. With the same
interaction length of the crystal, the angular selec-
tivity of the 90-degree geometry is better than that of
transmission geometry. This may suggest that
more holograms can be angularly multiplexed by us-
ing the 90-degree geometry, and that the 90-degree
geometry has a larger capacity than transmission
geometry. However, this conclusion is based on the
assumption that the holographic system has enough
dynamic range to record as many holograms as the
angular selectivity allows. In reality, the number of
holograms that can be multiplexed in a LiNbO3 crys-
tal is limited by the dynamic range �M�#� and not by
the angular selectivity. As a quantitative example,
consider a 1 cm � 1 cm � 1 cm LiNbO3 crystal with
M�# � 10 for recording wavelength � � 532 nm.
Also, assume that the minimum acceptable diffrac-
tion efficiency of each hologram is �min � 10�4. This
allows the multiplexing of M � 1000 in the crystal.
If we use angular multiplexing and we allow a range
of 40 degree for the variation of the angle of the
reference beam outside the crystal, we need to put the
reference beams of the different holograms 40�
1000 � 0.04° apart. The angular selectivity of the
crystal for the 90-degree geometry is 532 nm�1 cm �

5.32 � 10�5 radians � 0.003°. This selectivity al-
lows for the recording of much more than 1000 holo-
grams allowed by the limited M�#. Therefore, with
current values of M�#, angular selectivity is not a
limiting factor in angular multiplexing of holograms
in LiNbO3 crystals. Therefore for dynamic range
limited holographic storage systems, transmission
geometry offers a higher storage capacity than the
90-degree geometry.

6. Discussion

The results presented in the previous sections sug-
gest that transmission geometry is a better choice for
holographic storage mainly due to its higher dynamic
range �M�#� and sensitivity. The main advantages
of the 90-degree geometry are insensitivity to holo-
graphic scattering and fanning3,7,10 as well as the
possibility of designing compact memory modules.23

Strong fanning in sensitive singly-doped LiNbO3
crystals has been a major obstacle in the implemen-
tation of holographic memories in transmission ge-
ometry. All the read–write memory systems
demonstrated to date use the 90-degree geometry to
avoid fanning, thereby sacrificing both M�# and S.
The holograms recorded by using both geometries are
not persistent, i.e., they are erased during readout.
Recently, two-center recording has been proposed as
a method for recording persistent holograms in
doubly-doped LiNbO3 crystals.19,20 Two-center re-
cording is a special case of gated holographic
recording24–26 in which a hologram is recorded by two
recording beams only when a sensitizing �or gating�
beam is present. The hologram is read by one of the
recording beams with the sensitizing beam absent.
Therefore the holograms are not erased during read-
out. In addition to persistence, gated holographic
recording reduces the fanning in holographic record-
ing considerably. Holographic scattering and fan-
ning are highly suppressed in two-center recording
both during the recording phase �due to the presence
of the sensitizing beam� and during the reading
phase �due to the insensitivity of the crystal to the
reading wavelength in the absence of the sensitizing
beam�. Therefore the advantage of the 90-degree
geometry over transmission geometry disappears in
two-center recording.

Another advantage of the 90-degree geometry is
that the reference beam and the signal beam propa-
gate in two perpendicular directions. This allows
the design of compact architectures for the holo-
graphic memory module.23 It also makes the imple-
mentation of the phase-conjugate readout much
easier compared to transmission geometry.27,28

The choice of the recording geometry involves a
trade-off between the larger capacity and sensitivity
on the one hand and the architecture design on the
other hand. If maximum capacity and speed is the
first priority, transmission geometry with more so-
phisticated architecture must be chosen. However,
for the compact low-cost holographic memory module,
the 90-degree geometry is a better choice at the ex-
pense of reduction in capacity and speed.23

Fig. 13. Experimentally measured and theoretically calculated
angular selectivities for one transmission geometry crystal with
both extraordinary and ordinary polarizations. No apparent dif-
ference between the angular selectivities of the two cases is seen.
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7. Conclusions

The system performances of two holographic record-
ing geometries �the 90-degree and transmission ge-
ometries� with iron-doped lithium niobate were
compared here. The comparison was based on dy-
namic range �M�#�, sensitivity, scattering noise, fan-
ning, inter-pixel noise, and capacity. The M�# and
sensitivity are larger in transmission geometry than
those in the 90-degree geometry. The measured
M�# and sensitivity of transmission geometry are 10
times larger than those of the 90-degree geometry for
LiNbO3:Fe crystals with almost the same doping lev-
els and oxidation states as are available in our lab.
Three factors contribute to the larger M�# and sen-
sitivity in transmission geometry: smaller K-vector,
larger effective electro-optic coefficient reff, and
higher average modulation depth. Although the
scattering noise level in transmission geometry is
larger, considering the remarkable gain in the M�#,
the signal to scattering noise ratio �SSNR� is better in
transmission geometry than that in 90-degree geom-
etry. The inter-pixel noises of the two recording ge-
ometries are comparable. Although the angular
selectivity in the 90-degree geometry is higher for a
dynamic range limited holographic storage system,
transmission geometry has a higher capacity than
the 90-degree geometry. Finally, fanning is stron-
ger in transmission geometry when singly doped
LiNbO3:Fe crystals are used.

This effort was sponsored by NSF, Center for Neu-
romorphic Systems Engineering, Engineering Re-
search Center, Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency.
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